
WORKING 
TOGETHER 
TO BE 
THE BEST

It is a consulting tool and a set of guidelines, but at the same time a process for needs-
oriented, economical, resource-efficient, ecological, and sociocultural construction with  
an integrated, i.e. holistic, approach. In the interest of a holistic orientation, BIG focuses  
on the continuity of overall processes – from the project idea, planning, and construction  
all the way to the operation and demolition – with the involvement of all of the stakeholders. 

BIG’s HolIstIc BuIldInG ProGram (HBP) Is Geared  
towards HIGH qualIty standards for sustaInaBIlIty 
In new constructIon and renovatIon Projects  
tHat Go Beyond tHe mInImum leGal requIrements 
and can Be adaPted to tHe needs of tHe users as 
Part of a modular system. 

a ProGram By



The key element – along with sociocultural, economic, ecological, and many other factors – is the 
end-to-end management of projects combined with the integration of all of the partners involved.

The definiTion of susTainabiliTy.
At BIG, we are often asked how sustainable our buildings are. In order to be able to 
comprehensively answer this question, we defined characteristics, qualities, and approaches 
that document the sustainability of our construction projects. The building-specific needs of our 
tenants and users played a crucial role in this assessment. As a result, we ultimately developed 
the Holistic Building Program in order to fulfil the requirements for renovations and new buildings 
with regards to functionality, economy, ecology, and sociocultural qualities at the highest level.
In order to ensure that it stays in step with the times and reflects the latest developments, 
the Holistic Building Program is a living tool and is updated on an ongoing basis. This document 
provides examples of the topics encompassed by the program. 

AN 
INTEGRATED 
APPROACH
tHe HolIstIc BuIldInG ProGram (HBP) Is a consultInG 
tool, GuIdelIne, and Process for constructIon 
Projects wItH an InteGrated aPProacH. 



The Holistic Building Program consists of 1 standard 
and 7 optional thematic packages. 

AN 
INTEGRATED 
APPROACH



Tailor-made 
buildings
crIterIa customIsed to tHe clIent‘s needs 
allow flexIBle and IndIvIdual solutIons. 

In our dealings with established certification systems (klimaaktiv, TQB-ÖGNB, DGNB-ÖGNI, BREEAM, 
LEED), we have discovered that the issuance of some certificates is subject to the fulfilment of 
minimum standards. Our clients often have very specific user guidelines (e.g. educational facilities, 
laboratory buildings, and detention centres) with special requirements that are not represented in 
certificates. In these cases, the Holistic Building Program makes it possible to define special criteria 
with the clients and subsequently integrate them into the given project. As a result, the Holistic Buil-
ding Program is much more flexible than existing certification systems.

The standard package of the Holistic Building Program offers a higher level of quality than that 
specified by the currently applicable legal requirements. This package represents BIG’s minimum 
standard for all renovations and new buildings. 



When devising the Holistic Building Program, the first step was to develop a catalogue of require-
ments, criteria, and measures that are relevant for buildings. These were then grouped together 
into individual thematic packages. On one hand, this content was taken from the certification 
systems available on the market, and on the other hand, it was derived from our experiences in 
projects we have realised in the past.

The benefiTs for our clienTs
The Holistic Building Program creates the conditions for needs- and user-oriented, sustainably 
planned construction and operation – even without a certificate and without exorbitant additional 
costs and effort. Our clients can select entire thematic packages or just individual measures, pro-
viding the optimal conditions for constructing a tailor-made building.

barrier-free access and orienTaTion
Every path leads to your destination 

enhanced comforT
Exclusive comfort at your property

operaTional managemenT
For high quality of life at your property

cerTificaTion
A rating with numerous benefits

hbp sTandard package
The minimum standard of BIG

life-cycle planning
Well concived from the beginning onwards

energy efficiency
Comfort at low consumption

ecological building
Well-being at the highest level

The hbp consisTs of a sTandard package and The following, opTional ThemaTic packages



tHe mInImum standard for all of BIG’s Projects.

The criteria of the standard package are rooted in the individual life cycle phases of a building, 
ranging from the idea and planning to the construction and operation. Going above and beyond the 
legal requirements, the HBP standard package expands on the preventive measures against harmful 
effects from pollution in particular, saves resources, and takes basic aspects related to ecological 
materials into account. As far as trades are included in renovations and new constructions this 
package is the minimum standard of BIG. 

HBP 
standard 
package



aT a glance: all advanTages creaTed by hbp measures

  crIterIa/measures BenefIts

Comprehensive status analysis Higher planning and cost certainty

Radon testing of interior spaces  
before a renovation

Preventive protection against health hazards

Inspection of interior spaces for  
harmful substances before a renovation

Preventive protection against health hazards

Planning variants Preliminary plan: 1 basic variant 
+ at least 1 alternative for the building shell and 
technical building systems. The ecological impact of 
the variants is also evaluated

Variants provide the certainty needed to make the 
right decision regarding the cost-benefit ratio of 
a property during the construction and operation 
and provide an initial indication of the consequen-
tial costs

Open space planning concept  
tailored to the specific location

High-quality exterior spaces from an  
ecological and functional perspective

Parking spaces for women  Increased safety for women, gender aspects

Insulating materials and insulation  
foams are HFC-free

Environmental protection, ecological aspects

Water-saving WCs Lower water consumption,  
lower consequential costsWater-saving fixtures for washbasins

Standardised handbook for users
Standardised handover process

The user handbook is intended to facilitate the 
proper use of the property. Standardisation makes 
it easier to find specific user questions.

Standardised handbook for facility managers
Standardised documentation
Standardised commissioning process

The facility handbook is intended to ensure the 
proper operation of the property. Standardisation 
makes it easier to find specific questions of the 
operational management

Transport management for construction sites Environmental protection, ecological aspects

Structural dimensioning of the building floors
(new construction only)

The specification allows for mixed use of a building 
as an educational building, office building, or resi-
dential building if this is economically feasible.

The building features a low thermal bridge design
(new construction only)

Better performance of the building shell  
in terms of energy efficiency



well conceIved, from tHe BeGInnInG  
all tHe way to tHe oPeratIon

In this package variant, the criteria incorporate future consequential costs for a building’s operation 
into the planning. After all, the construction of a building only accounts for a small proportion of 
the life-cycle costs. The major part results from the consequential costs for operation. Therefore, 
the optimisation of a property in the early planning stage is extremely important, because a proper 
planning process can reduce consequential costs.

The benefiTs for our clienTs
A holistic cost analysis is crucial for anyone who wants an economical property. Integrated planning – i.e. 
the early involvement of facility managers, operational management experts, and energy efficiency 
experts in the draft planning – results in significantly lower consequential costs. This relatively 
minor consulting cost is only a fraction of the costs that would otherwise be incurred during 
operation.

Life-cycle 
planning



crIterIa/measures BenefIts for our clIents

Simplified cost-benefit analysis based  
on benchmarks for supply and disposal,  
maintenance, and cleaning

Cost-benefit analyses based on studies can  
provide specifications for a competition and 
tenants receive an early overview of potential 
consequential costs

Calculation of life-cycle costs for energy-relevant 
elements of the building shell and at least two 
components of the technical building systems 
during the planning phase  
- Preliminary plan (competition optional), draft for 
the optimisation of the existing planning

Life-cycle variants provide the certainty needed  
to make the right decision regarding the cost-
benefit ratio of a property during the construction 
and operation

In addition to previous BIG project teams (builder, 
tenants, users, general planner, technical building 
systems, building physics, open space planner, site 
supervisor, project management, etc.), the plan-
ning team can be expanded to include the following 
experts/services in future (optional, project-spe-
cific): energy experts, facility management 

Integrated planning promises an optimal project 
with regards to the cost-benefit ratio during  
construction and operation

Clear ceiling height of at least 2.80 m  
(new construction only)

Increased flexibility in terms of changes  
in the use of the building over the life cycle

Facilitating flexible space allocation  
(new construction only)

Usage units can be expanded/partitioned  
(new construction only)

Capacity of the utility shafts accounts for future 
changes (new construction only)

The placement of the utility lines is optimised  
(new construction only)

Bus system/sufficient ducts  
(new construction only)

Description of measures for changes in use (new 
construction only)

aT a glance: all advanTages creaTed by hbp measures



Energy 
efficiency 
comfortaBle temPerature control wItH an  
emPHasIs on low consumPtIon.

This package is geared towards optimal energy performance. With an eye towards economy and use, 
the building’s entire consumption should be planned such that it is as low as possible. Appropriate 
energy consumption monitoring is essential for quality assurance in the operation of a property.

The benefiTs for The user
The stringent requirements for the airtightness and insulation characteristics of the building shell 
ensure that the interior rooms remain comfortable during every season of the year. Above all, however, 
the client receives a building that has been optimised for low total energy consumption from the 
very start – to an extent that goes beyond the legally required values (better than specified by the 
Austrian Institute of Construction Engineering [OIB]). The installed monitoring hardware provides 
the basis for the energy management of a building as required by the Austrian Energy Efficiency Act 
(Energieeffizienzgesetz) and at the same time enables the monitoring of energy consumption. In this 
way, the operational management can optimise the building’s operation over the entire life cycle. 



 crIterIa/measures BenefIts for tHe user

Airtightness test of the building shell 
(blower door test)

Basis for energy-efficient operation with lower 
heating and cooling demand

Compliance with minimum U-values  
for transparent building elements

High level of comfort. “Radiative cooling”  
and “radiative heating” of exterior building  
elements is reduced. Lower operating costs  
for heating and cooling

Low heating demand 
Basis for energy-efficient operation with  
lower heating and cooling demand, reduces  
energy costs

If possible, no externally induced cooling demand
With optimal planning, there is no need for a me-
chanical cooling system

Low final energy demand Reduces energy costs

Low primary energy demand Environmental protection

Energy-efficient lighting Reduces energy costs

Separate cold water meters in all usage units
Transparent water consumption. 
Individualised, fair billing

Energy monitoring hardware

Basis for energy management. 
Prerequisite for energy-efficient operational 
management. Quality assurance regarding the 
building’s planned comfort parameters

aT a glance: all advanTages creaTed by hbp measures



Ecological 
building
ProtectIon and well-BeInG at tHe HIGHest level.

This package focuses on providing protection against substances contained in building materials that 
are known to be harmful to humans. This protection consists of avoiding affected products as well as 
testing and measuring for such substances after construction is complete and/or before the users 
move in.
In order to find out how ecological a specific building is, an overall evaluation of the building materials 
used can be performed using the OI3 index (ecological balance of the building) and its disposal indica-
tor. The smaller the value is, the more ecological and thus better the building is.

The benefiTs for The user
There are no mandatory legal requirements for such building materials. Compliance with the guide 
values defined in the standards and directives of the EU and Austria is entirely voluntary. Therefore, 
we can offer users quality assurance during the planning and construction process for their protec-
tion and well-being.
 



crIterIa/measures BenefIts for tHe user

Comprehensive product management
Protection against hazardous emissions from  
building materials that may pose a health risk

Protection against vinyl chloride and plasticisers
Low-PVC (PVC-free)

Environmental protection, protection against 
hazardous emissions from building materials that 
may pose a health risk

Protection against volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs)

Prevention of hazardous emissions from building 
materials that may pose a health risk

Protection against formaldehyde
Prevention of hazardous emissions from building 
materials that may pose a health risk

Circular economy Environmental protection, protection of resources

Ecological balance sheet of the building 
based on OI3 index

Environmental protection, 
setting a positive example

Calculation of the disposal indicator 
based on EI index

Environmental protection, 
setting a positive example

Reduction of Co2 emissions
Environmental protection, 
setting a positive example

Wood from sustainably managed forests 
Environmental protection, 
setting a positive example

Use of environmentally certified products  
(building shell, floor slabs, and interior walls)  
(new construction only)  
Bird strike prevention. If coverings or decals are 
used, only patterns certified by the Vienna Ombuds 
Office for Environmental Protection are used.

Environmental protection, 
setting a positive example

aT a glance: all advanTages creaTed by hbp measures



Barrier-free 
access and 
orientation 
so tHat every PatH leads to your destInatIon.

In order to meet the criteria defined in this package and achieve an optimal, barrier-free building 
design, experts have to be involved. For example, the Austrian Civil Association for Disabled Persons 
(Österreichischer Zivil-Invalidenverband; ÖZIV) performs the monitoring and approval of the plans as 
well as the accompanying acceptance of the execution.

The benefiTs for The user
Barrier-free access means that buildings, objects, and media are designed so that they can be used by 
everyone independently and without limitations. This package focuses on making buildings accessible to 
people with mobility, visual, and hearing impairments.
Among other things, this includes the targeted planning of clear, logical, and functioning route layouts. 
An optimal signage system in a building is self-explanatory and helps every user to find their way in the 
building.

  



 crIterIa/measures BenefIts for tHe user

Approval of barrier-free design by experts
Setting a positive example, social competence, 
higher flexibility of use

Orientation in the building Setting a positive example, 
social competence, 
easy orientation saves timeSignage system in the building

aT a glance: all advanTages creaTed by hbp measures



Enhanced 
comfort
for exclusIve comfort at your ProPerty.

This package is aimed at enhancing the well-being of a building’s users. In terms of thermal 
dynamics, for instance, additional mechanical cooling systems are avoided whenever possible and 
unpleasant thermal radiation from exterior building elements is prevented. Additional goals include 
the minimisation of noise pollution from outside sources and technical building systems as well as 
the optimal use of natural light.

The benefiTs for The user
The goal is to enhance the subjective feeling of well-being by recognising and preventing sources of 
disturbance in the planning phase: 

•	 Prevention	of	unpleasant	thermal	radiation	from	exterior	building	elements
•	 Optimal	use	of	natural	light
•	 No	noise	disturbances	
•	 Prevention	of	draughts
•	 Prevention	of	unpleasantly	dry	air

  



crIterIa/measures BenefIts for tHe user

Thermal comfort – buildings are cooled 
 using active or passive systems

Improvement of thermal comfort in summer and 
winter. e.g. prevention of “radiative cooling”

Visual comfort – use of natural light
Better use of natural light for interior spaces. 
Lower energy demand for lighting

Visual comfort – when shading elements are used
Light-guiding sun shades. Brighter rooms.  
Lower energy demand for lighting 
Prevention of glare effects

Visual comfort – when solar shading is used View of outside even with active solar shading

Minimum requirements for ventilation systems

Quality assurance for ventilation systems with 
regards to:
•	 Air volume
•	 Humidity
•	 Filter quality
•	 No moisture penetration in the filter system
•	 Noise emissions of the system
•	 Adherence to maintenance and repair cycles

Acoustic comfort of exterior building elements Lower exposure of users to outside noise

Acoustic comfort of interior building elements 
(new construction only)

Better room acoustics through noise reduction

Acoustic comfort of building element surfaces 
(new construction only) 

Better room acoustics through good acoustic 
quality 

aT a glance: all advanTages creaTed by hbp measures



Technical 
operational 
management
for HIGH qualIty of lIfe at your ProPerty.

In order to ensure that the planning objectives regarding the quality of comfort and use can be 
fulfilled on a lasting basis and further optimised, specific technical operational management is an 
important aspect of the Holistic Building Program. This requires long-standing expertise in this field 
as well as specially trained and experienced personnel.  

The benefiTs for The user
Our goal is for users to be constantly satisfied because the building functions as planned and without 
problems. In order to achieve this, it takes well-maintained technical systems that offer long service 
lives and high reliability as well as low costs of use in optimal operating conditions. At the same time, this 
means protecting the environment and setting a positive example in terms of social aspects. 
 



 crIterIa/measures BenefIts for tHe user

Optimised operational management

•	 Supervision	of	commissioning	and	takeover
•	 Implementation	of	initial	measures	 
 in the event of faults 
•	 Monitoring	and	operation	of	the	building	 
 management system (BMS) and CAFM system
•	 Continuous	optimisation	of	the	 
 facility operations 
•	 Regular	inspection	tours
•	 Monitoring	and	fulfilment	of	the	operational	 
 and test specifications
•	 Supervision	and	compliance	 
 to operating rules.
•	 Management	and	administration	 
 of asset documentation
•	 Warranty	management
•	 Collection	of	energy	data
•	 Analysis	of	energy	data	including	optimisation 
 in order to reduce energy and water  
 consumption Implementation of cost-cutting  
 measures including documentation

Optimally maintained systems, comfort parameters 
defined in the planning are met and continuously 
adapted, regular updates and information about 
the condition and usage of the technical facility

Operational management through contracting 
(building must be in operation for at least 2 years 
beforehand).

Guaranteed reduction of energy consumption, 
optimally maintained systems

User surveys 
Regular online survey (every 2 to 3 years)

Potential for optimisation in terms of operation and 
the well-being of the users

aT a glance: all advanTages creaTed by hbp measures



Certificate 
a ratInG wItH numerous BenefIts.

Certifications provide verification that buildings are sustainable. We are happy to contribute our 
expertise to support our clients in attaining such certifications. The certification systems listed below 
represent a selection of possible certifications. These certificates are suitable for buildings in the BIG 
and ARE portfolio. Other certificates are also available on the international market. 

We advise that, if a particular certificate has been chosen, the HBP-criteria can provide a sound basis 
which can be transferred and adapted to the specific demands of the chosen certificate. However, the 
certificate overrules the HBP criteria. 

The benefiTs for The clienT
Certificates contribute to quality assurance and help with the selection of appropriate properties. They 
provide information about ecological aspects, energy efficiency, and economy in a clearly structured 
format and thus provide an overview of the sustainability of a building. At the same time, a certificate is 
like a calling card that clearly documents a building’s leadership in sustainability. 
 



 certIfIcate BenefIts 

klimaaktiv, an initiative of the Austrian Federal 
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and 
Water Management (BMLFUW)

Quality assurance, proof of environmental  
protection, setting a positive example

Total Quality Building (TQB) issued by the Austrian 
Sustainable Building Council (TQB-ÖGNI) 

Passive House Institute (PHI)

German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB) 
certificate issued by the Austrian Green Building 
Council (Österreichische Gesellschaft für  
nachhaltige Immobilienwirtschaft, ÖGNI)

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED)

Building Research Establishment Environmental 
Assessment Methodology (BREEAM)

aT a glance: all advanTages creaTed by hbp measures



publicaTion deTails

publisher 
Bundesimmobiliengesellschaft m.b.H.
Hintere Zollamtsstraße 1, A-1030 Vienna 
www.big.at 
nachhaltigkeit.big.at 

design, TypeseTTing, and layouT
FOON Werbe- und New Media Agentur GmbH
www.foon.at 

phoTos and archiTecTure
Photo 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9: Campus WU, department building, D1 Teaching Center,  
Photo: 2013 BOANET.AT, Architecture: BUSarchitektur, Vienna
Photo 3: Campus WU, department building, D4, Photo: 2013 BOANET.AT,  
Architecture: Estudio Carme Pinos, Barcelona
Photo 4: Campus WU, Executive Academy, Photo: 2013 BOANET.AT,  
Architecture: No.MAD Arquitectos, Madrid
Photo 8: Campus WU, department building D2, Students Center,  
Photo: 2013 BOANET.AT, Architecture: Atelier Hitoshi Abe, Sendai (Japan)

holisTic building program – a program by big
The Holistic Building Program is not limited to the building itself, but encompasses 
the entire plot of land and the associated urban development factors. The terms 
“building” and “property” also imply the associated outdoor areas. 

As of June 2016



dirk Jäger  
+4350244-4829 
dirk.jaeger@big.at

conTacT deTails 
Bundesimmobiliengesellschaft m.b.H.
1030 Vienna, Hintere Zollamtsstraße 1

This informational brochure is intended to provide you with an overview of the topics and possible  
measures encompassed by the program, which is adapted to current developments on an ongoing basis. 
For additional information, please get in touch with your contact at BIG.


